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SUMMARY 

 

 

The present work is in the field of functional materials known as electroactive 

polymers. Electroactive polymers work as a system, enhancing the use of electrical 

energy to produce displacements and possible mechanical work. An ionic polymer-metal 

composite is one type of materials. The use of ionic polymer-metal composite actuators is 

currently a field in development with several areas to be fulfilled by researchers.  

 

The objective of this investigation is to develop a constitutive model of the 

bending deformation of an electroactive ionic polymer-metal composite strip as a 

response to an electrical input and the ion contents of the material.  

 

The constitutive model uses an approach of phase transformation to describe the 

changes in the cross section of an ionic polymer-metal composite, while modeling the 

deformations as a bending beam system. For the solution of the constitutive model, the 

composite material is prepared and characterized. The information about deformation in 

terms of potential difference, frequency and ionic specie content is gathered through an 

experimental analysis. The results of this analysis are used to find the parameters in the 

proposed model. The constitutive model may be applied then to as an engineering tool to 

propose the design and simulation for a reconfigurable system that uses the IPMC strip 

with the control variables needed for its repositioning of a device.  
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1. BACKGROUND 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Polymer science has had a major impact on the way we live today; with new 

applications being researched. Currently, several efforts in the field of research and 

development have been focused in the future of functional materials. Functional materials are 

distinctly different from structural materials, and their physical and chemical properties are 

sensitive to a change in the environment such as temperature, pressure, electric field, magnetic 

field, optical wavelength, adsorbed gas molecules and the pH value. The functional materials 

utilize the native properties and functions of their own to achieve an intelligent action [1.1]. 

This means that the material by itself is able to work as a system; and polymers may be found 

among them. Very recently, polymeric materials have started to bloom into this new 

application due to the successful development of Electroactive Polymers (EAP).  

 

The study of electroactive polymers (EAP) has followed the typical curve of 

laboratory curiosities that percolate in the back rooms of industrial labs for years and then 

seem to burst on the scene in the form of startups, annual conferences and industry 

associations dedicated to their development. Several conferences are now devoted to the 

subject, artificial muscle institutes are being established, and companies offering design 

services and products in the field are open for business [1.2]. 

 

Ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMC), a type of EAP, were discovered almost 

fifteen years ago as a result of the work done by researchers in the United States and Japan,

separately [1.3-1.5]. These materials are generally produced as thin strips that present a 

bending deformation in response to an electrical stimulus. Fig. 1.1 shows an example of the 

deformation of an electrically stimulated IPMC. 
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Fig. 1.1. Example of an ionic-polymer metal composite deforming in response of electrical input conditions.  
 
 
 A typical ionic polymer-metal composite consists of a thin (0.2mm) base polymer 

membrane with metal electrode (5-10µm thick) plated on both faces. The polyelectrolyte 

matrix of the base polymer is neutralized with an amount of counter-ions, balancing the 

charge of the anionic (negative) functional groups found inside the polymer [1.6]. Fig. 1.2 

shows the basic constitution of an IPMC as a three-layered arrangement along the cross 

section of the thin membrane. 

 

 
Fig. 1.2. Diagram showing the elements that compose an IPMC. The image representing the cross section 
area of a thin flexible membrane shows the presence of a base polymer with two separate metallic 
electrodes in the upper and lower surfaces of the same. 
 

 

An IPMC material is able to deform, exhibiting a bending action, when subject to an 

electric potential difference. The electroactive mechanism by which the material shows its 

bending action is as follows: When both layers at the top and bottom surfaces of the base 

polymer membrane are connect to a circuit, and an electric potential difference is applied, the 

Base Polymer made of 
an ion-exchange 
membrane 

Electrodes made of deposited 
metals such as Pt, Pd, Au, or Ag 
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polarization created at both electrodes will promote the migration of the embedded cations 

inside the membrane into the cathode side (with negative charge). Since the cations are 

surrounded by water molecules, those are also carried by the cations into the cathode side. The 

accumulation of both cations and water molecules causes an imbalance which makes the 

current side to expand by the sudden increase in the concentration of these cations and 

molecules, while it contracts in the other side due to the decrease in the concentration. All 

these changes make the strip to build a curvature towards the anode side of the circuit, which 

is stated here as a bending. This reaction happens in a fraction of a second; enabling to have 

several deformations achieved at real time. Fig. 1.3 shows a diagram which represents the 

IPMC before and after is electrically stimulated.    

 

 

 
Fig. 1.3. Diagram explaining the deformation presented at an IPMC. When not connected, cations and 
water molecules are scattered along the polymer’s cross section. When an electric input is applied, this 
molecules travel to the cathode side causing a sudden increase in the volume. Along with the sudden 
decrease at the anode side, the polymer is able to bend. 
 
 
 When the difference of potential is taken away, the ions and water molecules diffuse 

again within the cross section of the base polymer. This causes the strip to relax and to try 

return to its initial. However, the sudden diffusion inside the polymer in response to the 

imbalance presented during the presence of the electrical stimulation creates a reciprocal 

bending towards the opposite side during the relaxation. It has been observed that this 

reciprocal bending decreases by the increase of the frequency in the electrical input. 
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The up-to-date research and development in the IPMC as actuators or sensors has 

given some fundamentals, preparation techniques, and modeling of the phenomena regarding 

the deformation of the material from a scientific point of view [1.7-1.10]. However, a bridge 

between the scientific research and the technological application is necessary for the 

engineering of these functional materials.  

 

1.2. JUSTIFICATION 

 

The formulation of a constitutive model represents the bridge where the scientific 

fundamentals of the material are linked to the design and simulation of reconfigurable tools 

and devices. Previous investigations on the IPMC have worked in constitutive models of the 

deformation phenomenon, basing the equations in several characteristics present at the time 

when the material reconfigures itself in a bending action [1.11-1.14]. However, since IPMC 

are synthetic complex materials, a fundamental theory explaining the bending action of the 

material is far from being related to a system affected by any natural phenomena. Therefore, 

the bending behavior present in an IPMC is the result of the combination of several factors 

which go around the constitution of the material (base polymer, ion exchange, conducting 

material, ionic content) and the conditions for its actuation (electric potential difference, 

frequency, mechanical configuration); stressing into following a modeling approach based on 

the lineaments of an artificial material under the influence of artificially induced factors.  

 

Nevertheless, several artificial systems currently working have evolved from the 

transformation of the fundamentals of a natural system into the particular features of an 

artificial one. Examples of this include the use of the radar (adopted from bats), and computer 

systems (artificial neurons and neural networks). One natural phenomenon where a material 

may be subject to changes in different sections within itself is phase transformation. In a 

typical phase transformation, when temperature rises and pressure is held constant, a 

substance changes from solid to liquid and then to vapor. However, since some substances 

may have several crystal forms, technically there can also be solid to another solid form phase 

transformation; and at certain conditions, the existence of different phases in a single material 
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is possible. Analogically to this, the cross section of an IPMC may experiment something 

similar to a phase transformation when subject to an electric potential difference. This concept, 

based on the scientific method, could give the description of these artificial materials a new 

and more effective approach. 

 

 Since a constitutive model is a mathematical approximation which tries to describe the 

basics of the material behavior in a quantitative way, consequently, an experimental analysis 

is involved in order to place the IPMC in a set of conditions that trigger its characteristic 

response to determine the parameters which are strongly related to the observed phenomenon. 

The experimentation, at the same time, requires samples of the actual synthetic material to 

work at the conditions dictated in a design of experiments, to then carry out the processes that 

may give the results required to find the solutions for the modeling.  

 

 The parameters obtained by adjusting the values of input and response of the system 

into the model may be applied as an engineering tool for the design and construction of 

artificial systems; which are characterized by the actuation phenomenon represented in the 

proposed constitutive equation, for reconfiguring the position of a strip form made of the 

IPMC material. 

 

1.3. HYPOTHESIS 

 

The change in the physical-chemical state due to ion transport diffusion as a 

consequence of the application of an electric potential difference in an ionic polymer-metal 

composite (IPMC) is considered as a phase transformation in the material, induced by said 

potential difference. 
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1.4. OBJECTIVES 

 

1.4.1 General Objective 

 

The main objective of this investigation is to develop a constitutive model of the 

bending of a strip of IPMC in response to parameters such as: potential difference, frequency, 

and size of the aggregate counter-ion (ionic content) of the formed composite that may be 

used in numerical simulation and application for position reconfigurable systems.  

 

1.4.2 Specific objectives 

 

This objective is divided into the next specific objectives:  

 

1) Formulation of constitutive model for bending deformation phenomenon present in an ionic 

polymer-metal composite strip based on the applied voltage, frequency, and ionic content. 

 

2) Preparation of a three-layer ionic polymer-metal composite material by metal deposition 

with oxidation and reduction reactions. 

 

3) Experimental analysis of the prepared material based on the voltage, frequency, ionic 

content, to measure the displacement. 

 

4) Solution for the parameters based on experimental results for application of the constitutive 

model in the simulation and engineering of position reconfigurable systems. 

 

1.5. METHODOLOGY 

 

 To fulfill the main objective, the specific objectives represent the steps of the 

methodology by which the main goal will be reached. The methodology is divided then into 

the next four stages which compose the chapters of the thesis. Each chapter is composed of 
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their respective objectives, activities, and results; followed by the conclusions of each chapter 

and the references used.    

 

1.5.1. Formulation of constitutive model for bending deformation phenomenon present 

in an ionic polymer-metal composite. 

 

This stage has the objective to propose a constitutive model of the bending 

phenomenon of an IPMC strip in terms of the applied potential difference, the frequency, and 

the distinctive characteristics of the implanted ionic specie within the material. In this part the 

fundaments of electroactive polymers (EAP) are explained in order to locate the IPMC as part 

of the current state-of-the-art in this field. A brief description found in literature of the factors 

considered in the modeling of this system is presented, as well as the proposed model is 

formulated based on the deformation of a beam and the phase transformation of a material in 

order to obtain the total displacement, the deformation, and the modulus of elasticity of the 

system. The further development of the constitutive model requires experimental procedures 

using actual samples of IPMC material. 

 

1.5.2. Preparation of a three-layer ionic polymer-metal composite material. 

 

At this stage, the particular objective is to prepare a strip of ionic polymer-metal 

composite membrane. The procedure to produce this material is based on a laboratory 

procedure reported in literature. It consists in a surface pretreatment of the membrane, 

followed by a series of cleaning steps. Then the polymer is able to absorb metal ions in a 

solution, which will later be reduced to be fixed over the surface of both sides of the 

membrane. The process builds a set of conducting layers over a base polymer; and a selected 

counter-ion may be implanted through a re-absorption procedure by placing in a chloride salt 

solution. It is to be notice that at this stage the IPMC are prepared by a series of laboratory 

procedures, which involve the presence of various phenomena within the material selection 

and preparation method that are mostly chemical in nature. After the preparation, a physical 

characterization is done to the produce IPMC.  
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1.5.3. Experimental analysis of the prepared material to measure the displacement. 

 

In this part, the objective is to gather information about the bending of the prepared 

IPMC strip by doing an experimental planning where the strip is subject to input variables in 

order to measure a response, the data obtained from these tests are then arranged graphically, 

and the results are compared from one group of experiments to another. The experimental data 

is obtained for solution of the mathematical modeling of the bending phenomenon in the 

IPMC.  

 

1.5.4. Solution for parameters based on experimental results for application of the 

constitutive model. 

 

In this stage the results obtained from the experimentation are used to solve the 

parameters present in the formulated constitutive model. By means of a mathematical fitting 

into the experimental results, the parameters help to complete the formulation of the model, 

and its application for different operational conditions. The use of this model as a tool for 

predicting the changes in position based on the displacements obtained by the polymer 

composite in response from a certain input may be used for the design and simulation of 

reconfigurable systems.  
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2. FORMULATION OF CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR  

BENDING DEFORMATION PHENOMENON PRESENT IN AN  

IONIC POLYMER-METAL COMPOSITE 

 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

  

The objective in the following chapter is to determine a mathematical model which let 

us the quantification of the deformation present in a strip of an ionic polymer-metal composite 

(IPMC) material in terms of control parameters. It begins with the identification of EAP 

materials, giving a description of the electroactive phenomenon present in certain types of 

polymers and the known driving mechanisms for electroactive deformation. A chronological 

review in the research of EAP is also presented to locate the IPMC among the current state-of-

the-art electroactive materials, and the subject of study for this research. After this, some of 

the factors for modeling found in previous investigations are briefly explored in order to have 

an approach to the characteristics that have been modeled to explain the electroactive 

phenomenon in an IPMC. Then, the proposed model is formulated based on the bending of a 

beam system in a cantilever configuration, where its characteristics of deformation due to 

internal changes within the polymer may be expressed in terms of a phase transformation 

phenomenon. The resulting phenomenological equation may be used to obtain a prediction of 

total displacement achieved by the material.  

 

2.2. IDENTIFICATION OF THE ELECTROACTIVE POLYMERIC MATERIALS 

 

 In this section is intended to identify the materials that will compose the IPMC to be 

modeled. To begin with the identification, a description of EAP is given explaining the 

properties and types of EAP. After this, the background in the research of EAP is explored in 

order to understand the work done in the research of IPMC materials, and finally to establish 

the state-of-the-art in this type of EAP. The state-of-the-art includes a description of the 

materials required to prepare an IPMC material, and how the different parts are suppose to 

interact within the polymer in order to pass into the preparation procedures.   

 



 

l 
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 2.2.1. Description of electroactive polymers 

 

Electroactive polymers, by simple definition, are materials that are able to respond to

an electrical stimulus. The response obtained by this stimulation is a spontaneous mechanica

deformation of the material. While the stimulus persists, the material will tend to deform until 

it reaches a certain saturation; and thus, when the stimulation is taken away the material will 

tend to relax and, in most cases, return to its original state.  

 

These properties are not exclusive of one type of polymer, but several types of 

polymeric materials may exhibit some kind of electromechanical response when subject to an

electric field. Microscopically, they all may respond in different ways, but macroscopically 

they tend to deform, having sudden changes in their shape or their volume due to the electrical

stimulation. Fig. 2.1 shows some basic responses that may be achieved by some types of

electroactive materials. 

 

 
Fig. 2.1. Some examples of the possible deformations achieved by a stimulated electroactive polymeric 
material. a) Contraction of a side and expansion of the counter-side creating a bending deformation. b) 
Contraction (or expansion) in one direction causing a change in volume. c) Contraction (or expansion) in 
all directions causing a change in volume. d) A redistribution of the material’s volumes to produce a 
change in its shape. 
 
 

They can be used as actuators or sensors in a number of applications. As actuators, 

they have the feature of going through large amounts of deformations while sustaining large 

forces. As sensors, they are able to produce an electrical signal due to the application of a 
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force which produces a deformation in the material structure. This has lead researchers to 

classified EAP based on their deformation mechanisms. Although they all will response to an 

electrical signal or field, the reasons for this may vary from one type of EAP to another. So 

they are usually divided into two principal groups: Electronic EAP and Ionic EAP.  

 

Electronic EAP’s are those that exhibit effects driven by an electric field or Coulomb 

forces. Ionic EAP’s present displacement and/or volume change due to a different mechanism 

that the Electronic ones. These Displacements, induced by electric field, are due to molecule 

movements or diffusion of ions between polymer’s chains [2.1, 2.2].  

 

It is to note that in most cases, the material will shows just one of the different kinds of 

deformations explained in the figure 2.1; and the deformation is strongly related to the 

polymer, its chemical structure, its macroscopic configuration, environment, and some other 

factors. 

 

2.2.2. History in the research of EAP’s 

 

As everything has a beginning, the history of how the study electroactive polymeric 

materials reached to what it has become today is the result of decades of research within the 

behavior of several materials put into test for their particular properties; as well as for their 

potential applications. This section is explained as a chronological review in the scientific 

background of the EAP. It starts more than a hundreds years ago, and continues to our days 

with still many things to be done, but still several references which are important for the 

material identification. The chronology in this field is explained as follows: 

 

1880. The beginning of the research in EAP as a field of study began with a series of 

experiments conducted and published by W.C. Roentgen in which he charged and discharges 

a rubber band with dielectric properties. The band was fixed from one side and it had a weight 

on the other side [2.2, 2.3]. These experiments set the basis to proof that polymers may be 

stimulated electrically. 
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1899. A few years later, M.P. Sacerdote continues with Roentgen’s experiments and 

adds a mathematical formulation of the response obtain from the electric field. This study 

relates the material’s stress obtain when activated by the electrical field [2.2, 2.4]. This is one 

of the oldest known characterizations of the electroactive phenomenon present in a polymeric 

material. 

 

1925. Several years later, polymers that present a piezoelectric behavior, and then 

called electrets, were observed by M. Eguchi [2.2, 2.5]. As in other kind of piezoelectric 

materials such as ceramic, these polymers present a linear deformation due a spontaneous 

polarization happening within the polymer structure.  

 

1949. From all the previous research, other mechanisms such a chemical, thermal, or 

pneumatic were arising at the same time. The response of certain polymer studied by A. 

Katchalsky, as they were activated by acid or basic solutions, showed reversible deformation 

similar to the contraction and expansion mechanics of biological muscles. Therefore, a 

scientific interest of imitating these mechanisms was created [2.2, 2.6].  

  

1966. The discovery of new polymers enabled the development of synthetic materials 

that could imitate biological muscles. The convenience and practical results obtained from 

electrical stimulation raises the interest among researchers for electroactive materials [2.2, 

2.7]. It is to note that during this time, polymers are also known to be able to response to 

thermal, pH, magnetic, pneumatic, changes just as with the potential difference in an electric 

field [2.2]. However, most of these other materials are not developed further, or become less 

important.    

 

1969. Observations in PVDF revealed reversible piezoelectric properties. Researchers 

began to analyze and classify several polymeric systems and a new series of electroactive 

polymers emerged to become the two current principal groups: electronic and ionic [2.8].  

From this point, the research in the field of EAP starts to take the form it has today. Electronic 

and ionic EAP materials are identified and classified over the years.  
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1992. The characteristics of ionic polymer-metal composites are discovered as 

electroactive polymers by three research groups Oguro et al in Japan, and Shahipoor and 

Sadeghipour et al in the United States [2.9 – 2.11]. This represented a major advance in a time 

when electronic EAP seem to be more practical than ionic because of their fast response 

features. 

 

1995. The study of conductive polymers, conducted by T.F. Otero, began as candidates 

for eletroactive materials using redox cycles for ion-exchange. This work is develop until 

1998 with Otero and Sasiñena, where the synthesis techniques to obtain doped materials are 

refined for the production of mechanical actuators [2.12, 2.13]. 

 

2001. The first recollection of the work done so far, Electroactive Polymers as 

Artificial Muscles – Reality and Challenges, is gathered and edited by Y. Bar-Cohen to be 

published in the SDM annual conference and as a book [2.1]. This publication collected 

information of the studies done over the years up to that date, representing a presentation the 

former state-of-the-art in EAP materials.  

 

2002 - 2007. During the following years, a number of papers, articles, and conferences 

have increased the knowledge of electroactive polymers as a research field. However, the 

study of polymers has been transported from only the research to identify materials with 

electroactive properties, into a study that foresees the characterization of the electroactive 

phenomena in a particular polymer, as well as practical manufacturing processes. As 

engineering participates more in the field, the materials within the interest for further research 

and applications include the polymers with piezoelectric properties, the ionic polymer-metal 

composites, and conducting polymers sensors and actuators [2.14 – 2.16]. Thus, these three 

are among the current state-of-the-art in EAP. Further work in this thesis points on IPMC as 

the state-of-the-art in EAP materials.   
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2.2.3. IPMC as the state-of-the-art in EAP 

 

Ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMC) are ionic EAP. They constitute one of the 

major parts in the current advances in EAP. It is now well documented that ionic polymers in 

a composite form with a conductive medium such as a metal can exhibit large dynamic 

deformation if suitably set in an electrode and placed in a time-varying electric field. 

Currently this type of materials conform the up-to-date progress in electroactive polymer for 

application in short and mid term research and development. Conversely, dynamic 

deformation of such ionic polymers produces dynamic electric fields across their electrodes 

built in the same polymer; giving it a second feature to its actual properties. IPMC materials 

show great potential as soft robotic actuators, artificial muscles and dynamic sensors in the 

micro-to-macro size range [2.17]. 

 

 
Fig. 2.2. Successive photographs of an IPMC strip that shows very large deformation (up to 4 cm) in the 
presence of low voltage. Note that ∆t = 0.5 s, 2 V applied. The sample is 1 cm wide, 4 cm long and 0.2 mm 
thick. [2.17] 
 

There are a number of dynamic processes (e.g., ion migration, water diffusion) taking 

place in IPMC actuation despite that the exact mechanisms are still a subject of active research 

[2.18]. Though the bending-like deformation shown in figure 2.2 is one of the most seen in 

these materials, it has been known of other configurations that may help achieve different 

effects of actuation; leading to the manufacture of other original forms such as rods, multi-

claw grippers, and some surface arrangements that, when cut in an specific patterns, are able 

to achieve different forms [2.19].   

 

IPMC materials are highly porous polymers, filled with ionic conductive liquid. 

During material fabrication the proton connected to the functional group (the chemical unit at 
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the end of a polymer chain), is replaced with a metal ionic cation (i.e. Na+, Li+). These cations 

will dissociate in water, so that terminal groups will have a negative charge and at the same 

time there will be an excess of free cations in the material. Since water molecules are dipoles, 

they orient themselves in electromagnetic field and attach to the free metal cations. When an 

electric field is applied, it causes an electric current which means that cations start to move to 

one side of the material causing expansion of the material from one side and contraction from 

the other side. The bent formation is an imbalanced situation. Water starts to diffuse in the 

opposite direction and the polymer sheet relaxes after some time. [2.20] 

 

These materials do not keep their position under direct current. At the same time they 

are not as strong as electronic EAP and require from dozens to several hundred mA of current. 

When polarity of the electric field is changed, the muscle bends in the opposite direction since 

the cations always move towards the negative electrode. This is a specific property of all ion-

conducting polymers (electronic polymers produce only unipolar actuation independent of the 

voltage polarity) [2.20]. 

 

Recently, much demand has been grown of soft actuators with bio-mimetic motions, 

which can be controlled by a small electric signal in various fields such as humanoid robotics, 

medical devices, and so on. Since their discovery, it has been noticed that the composite is 

capable of responding to an AC voltage in the ranges of 1 - 4V with a frequency of in the 

ranges of 100 – 1000mHz. The material is durable and the lifetime of the response is quite 

long, making then useful typically for more than 10,000 cycles [2.21]. 

 

2.2.4. Identification of the materials that compose an IPMC 

 

Manufacturing of an IPMC starts with an ionic polymer with ion exchanging 

capability. The term ion exchange polymers refers to polymers designed to selectively 

exchange ions of a single charge (either cations or anions) with their own incipient ions. They 

are often manufactured from polymers that consist of fixed covalent ionic groups. Typical ion 

exchange polymers are the following: 
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1) Perfluorinated alkenes with short side-chains terminated by ionic groups (typically 

sulfonate or carboxylate (SO−3 or COO−) for cation exchange or ammonium cations for anion 

exchange). The large polymer backbones determine their mechanical strength. Short side-

chains provide ionic groups that interact with water and the passage of appropriate ions. 

 

2) Styrene/divinylbenzene-based polymers in which the ionic groups have been 

substituted from the phenyl rings where the nitrogen atom is fixed to an ionic group. These 

polymers are highly crosslinked and are rigid.  

 

In perfluorinated alkenes there are relatively few fixed ionic groups. They are located 

at the end of side-chains so as to position themselves in their preferred orientation to some 

extent. Therefore, they can create hydrophilic nano-channels, so-called cluster networks. Such 

configurations are completely different in other ionic polymers such as styrene/divinylbenzene 

families, which their ability to expand (due to their hydrophilic nature) is limited by cross-

linking. For these reasons, it is considered that perfluorinated alkenes are more suitable to be 

used in the preparation of the IPMC [2.17].  

 

Perfluorinated alkenes are usually used in fuel cell applications. Two major polymeric 

products are available. Nafion® is perfluorinated sulfonic acid ion-exchange polymer 

manufactured by DuPont [2.22]. It is primarily found in western countries for its application 

in fuel cells. It is commonly available in the form of thin films and solutions. Another 

prefluorinated product available is Flemion® by Asahi Glass [2.23], which is similar to 

Nafion except that Flemion is a perfluorinated carboxyl polymer, meaning that their functional 

groups at the end of the side chains are different. Figure 2.3 shows the chemical structure for 

both Nafion and Flemion polymers.  
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Figure 2.3. Structure of perfluorinated polymers a) Nafion® and b) Flemion®. The side chains present 
sulfonate and carboxyl ionic groups in a) and b) respectively for cationic exchange, where +X can be any 
suitable counter-ion. 
 

 

It has been noticed that the effectiveness of these materials to produce an IPMC is the 

result of the ion-exchange and mechanical properties of perfluorinated polymers. The ion-

exchange part is important not only for the preparation procedure of the IPMC, but also is 

important to achieve the deformation phenomenon in the material. The mechanical properties 

in the other hand become crucial in order to have a suitable actuator. For example, another 

porous ionic polymer membrane such as P(AN-co-SSS), where the presence of sulfonic acid 

groups makes it suitable in the ion-exchange part, is not suitable in its mechanical properties 

because of its acrylonitrile back bone structure. Thus, the preparation procedure uses Nafion

ion-exchange material as the base polymer for the IPMC.  

 

The conducting material to form the composite may consist in metals such as gold, 

platinum, palladium, silver, or cupper. Since the composite is usually formed by chemical 

deposition processes, the resulting product will vary its conductive properties based on the 

metal used. In a series of papers, and laboratory experimentation, it has been pointed that 

platinum and gold are more suitable material to form the electrodes of the IPMC.  
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2.3. ABOUT OTHER MODELS FOR THE DEFORMATION IONIC P OLYMER-

METAL COMPOSITES FOUND IN LITERATURE 

 

Due to their relatively recent discovery, several of the phenomena associated to the IPMC 

are still under active research. It is observed that, in general, a number of experimental 

procedures to measure the variables associated to the bending, as well as the phenomena 

considered during this action, are still in a way of proposing different approaches to model the 

particular features in IPMC. 

  

For example, considering only the report advances as far as the year 2000 [2.24], de 

Gennes, Okumura, Shahinpoor and Kim [2.25] presented the first phenomenological theory 

for sensing and actuation in IPMC based on linear irreversible thermodynamics, with two 

driving forces (E and a water pressure gradient ∇p) and two fluxes (electric current and water 

current). Asaka and Oguro [2.26] discussed the bending of polyelectrolyte membrane-

platinum composites by electric stimuli and presented a theory on actuation mechanisms in 

IPMC by considering the electro-osmotic drag term in transport equations.  

 

Nemat-Nasser and Li [2.27] presented a modeling on the electromechanical response of 

ionic polymer-metal composites based on electrostatic attraction/repulsion forces in the IPMC. 

Later, Nemat-Nasser [2.28] presented a revised version of their earlier paper and stressed the 

role of hydrated cation transport within the clusters and polymeric networks in IPMC. Nemat-

Nasser and Wu [2.29] have presented a discussion on the role of back bone ionic polymer and 

in particular sulfonic versus carboxylic ionic polymers, as well as, the effect of different 

cations such as K+, Na+, Li+, Cs+ and some organometalic cations on the actuation and sensing 

performance of IPMC’s.  

 

Tadokoro [2.30], Tadokoro, Yamagami, Takamori and Oguro [2.31] and Tadokoro, 

Takamori and Oguro [2.32] have presented an actuator model of IPMC for robotic 

applications on the basis of physic-chemical phenomena. 
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All this freedom found in the formulation of the mathematical aspects which try to 

explain such a particular feature found in IPMC materials, somehow had made many 

engineers to choose for actual experimentations in order to have a basic understanding of the 

electroactive phenomenon in order to use it for specific design purposes; which consumes 

time and is still far to contribute to the establishment of standards in the field of giving 

applications to the material.  

 

2.4. MODELING OF THE DEFORMATION PHENOMENON IN IONI C POLYMER-

METAL COMPOSITES 

 

2.4.1. Modeling of the displacement as a deforming beam  

 

 The modeling begins with the characterization of the system to be analyzed in its 

external behavior. The configuration of the IPMC is the same as a beam in a cantilever state, 

having one end fixed and the other end free for movement. When a load is applied to the 

system, a reversible deformation is produced. Where P is the load (virtual) responsible for the 

movement and δ is the maximum displacement obtained from the deformation; taking in 

account the existence of a reciprocal deformation when the system enters relaxation after the 

load disappears. 

  

 
Fig. 2.4. A system having a beam being deformed by a load (virtual) P, producing a total displacement δ. 
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The deformation of the system may be expressed mathematically as a function of the 

load and the material properties along the length of the beam. By Hooke’s law, it is known 

that the deformation over a beam system as presented in figure 2.4 is given by: 

 

EZ

PX

E
== )(

)(
χσχε                                                    (2.1) 

 

Where σ(χ) is the bending stress on a beam or strip at a distance X from the point of 

application of the load to its fixed end. E is the modulus of elasticity of the material which 

composed the beam. Z is the section modulus, which is constant while the geometric shape 

does not change.  

 

In this case, there is not a load P responsible for the displacement δ. However, this 

load exists as a reaction. For this reason it will be called virtual load. On the other hand, it is 

known that the displacement δ is directly proportional to the virtual load P.  

 

δ⋅= aP                                                              (2.2) 

 

 
Fig.2.5. Linear relationship between the virtual load P and the total displacement δ. 

 

 

Where a in eq. (2.2) is a proportionality constant in mass/distance dimensions. Then eq. (2.1) 

may be written as: 
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δε 
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Where K is equal to: 

aX

ZE
K =  

 

It is observed here that a and E are parameters that depend on the material. Also X and 

Z depend on the geometry and the position of the material. In eq (2.3) the K is called a factor 

for the virtual, geometric, and material conditions. At normal conditions, a and E are constant 

as the material does not change its properties. In this case, however, the material will change 

its composition properties at the diffusion zones, and thus a and E will also change.  

Nevertheless, to begin the modeling it is considered that these parameters will remain constant.  

 

2.4.2. Determining the factor K for the effect of the presence of the ion 

 

After establishing the principles for the external behavior for the bending beam system, 

the following states regarding the internal changes within the material are considered: 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.6. Diagram showing the change in the phase at one side of the cross section if the membrane. Where 
DDDD is the Diffusion of cations from one side of the cross section to the other. A represents an intial state 
where cations are scattered along the cross section, and B represents a state where two phase form along 
the cross section due to ion migration into one side. A’ represents a phase with low concentration of 
cations, and B’ represents a phase with high concentration of cations. 
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The diffusion of particles (ions and waters molecules) from a state A to B promotes the 

volumetric expansion in one side of the cross section of the thickness, and a volumetric 

contraction at the other side. In a particular region at a state A’, a lower concentration of the 

counter-ion is observed. After the migration it is possible to see that a larger volume of 

particles or counter-ions in the same region or space previously at state A’ has allocated there, 

which turned into a state B’. This change let us relate the diffusive process as a phase 

transformation induced by an external factor, more than by transport phenomena. Since one of 

the side will have a larger concentration than the other, A’ and B’ may be consider two phases 

coexisting at the same time in the material. It is by this that the following hypothesis may be 

proposed: 

 

The change in the physical-chemical state due to ion transport diffusion as a 

consequence of the application of a potential difference in an ionic polymer-metal composite, 

IPMC, is considered as a type of phase transformation in the material, induced by said 

potential difference. 

 

That way, the following behavior regarding the ionic migration within the polymeric 

cross section, while increasing the potential to diffuse by means of a voltage (V), should be 

seen: 

 

 
Fig. 2.7. Behavior of the volume fraction at both side of the cross section of the membrane. 
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Where, Vfi is the volumetric fraction of the counter-ion present or missing in the 

material. The volumetric fraction is expressed by the next equation: 

 

T

i

if V

V
V =                                                              (2.5) 

having,  

01 ≥≥
ifV  

 

Where, Vi is the volume occupied by the counter-ion inside the polymer and VT is the 

total volume in the material. 

 

Since most of the attention is towards the surface that expands, where the most of the 

counter-ions migrate, and because of the reciprocity of the phenomenon, it is possible to just 

consider the surface that expands. This way, by constant frequency (ν) conditions and the 

migration of a certain size of counter-ion specie, Vfi should be able to show the following 

behavior: 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.8. Behavior of the volume fraction Vfi at the expanding side of the cross section at a specific 
frequency ν. 
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So, at the end, for other values of frequency conditions, the following is obtained: 

 

 
Fig. 2.9. Behavior of the volume fraction Vfi at the expanding side of the cross section at several frequency 
conditions. 

 
 

In order to calculate the different curves of Vfi within different voltages and frequency 

conditions, the model of phase transformation developed by Cortes [2.33, 2.34] may be 

analogically applied for these conditions in such a way that the following equation is obtained: 
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Where V is the potential difference in Volts, VC is a characteristic potential difference 

at specific frequency conditions, and B represents a factor for the constitution of the material 

system. Graphically, VC represents the potential difference at 50% of transformation. This is: 
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Fig. 2.10. The characteristic voltage VC is the value of potential difference at which the system is at 50% of 
transformation. 

 

Then, it may be proposed that VC and B are found in terms of the frequency (ν) and the 

distinctive characteristic of the embedded counter-ion, like the ionic radius (rion), respectively. 

This is: 

 

)(νfnVC =  ;  )( ionrfnB =                                               (2.7) 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.11. The possible behaviors of  characteristic voltage VC vs. Frequency and the material parameter B 
vs. the ionic radius. 
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By substituting eq(2.7) into eq(2.6), there is 
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The eq(2.8) represents the volumetric fraction of the new transformed ionic phase. 

This means that it represents the volume fraction of the immigrated ions by the effect of the 

potential difference applied to the IPMC and the type of counter-ion being transported. 

 

Retaking eq(2.3), and emphasizing in the displacement of the strip in terms of the 

determination over the surface generated by the virtual load, and which it may be justified to 

be equal to the increase in the volume provided by the diffusion of the ionic phase in the 

surface of the strip, the total displacement of the previous external beam system may be 

expressed as: 

 

εδ K=                                                              (2.9) 

 

 
Fig. 2.12. The total displacement as a linear relationship between the factor K and the strain ε. 
 

for constant conditions of geometry and material properties.  
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When the material changes, the following behavior may be expressed graphically as: 

 

 
Fig. 2.13. Behavior of total displacement δ vs. strain ε at different conditions of potential difference. 
 

Where the change in the material, in terms of the of the volume fraction of the 

contained ion specie, is observed as a particular composition of the achieved configuration.  

 

This way, each slope is a particular function of the type of material under constant 

geometric conditions. Thus,  

 

ifmVK =                                                           (2.10) 

 

 
Fig. 2.14. Linear relationship between the factor K and the volume fraction Vfi. 
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Where m is a proportionality constant. And so, eq(2.10) is specify as: 

 

 

),( ionrfnmK ν⋅=                                                     (2.11) 

 

Substituting eq. (2.8) in eq. (2.11), it results: 
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Which is the factor needed for eq. (2.3). It may be noticed that the factor K in eq. 

(2.12) is a function of the potential difference, the frequency, and the ionic characteristic. Also 

the proportionality constant m and the volume fraction of the ion play a role in the equations. 

 

Eq. (2.12) helps confirm that the factor K is parameter strongly dependant on the 

material properties and the operational conditions; so that it becomes a critical parameter that 

enables to distinguish the material under the mechanical effect of deformation-displacement of 

the same. However, since VC and B in eq.(2.6) still do not have a physical meaning, they are 

considered here just as two values that vary with frequency and ionic radius respectively.  

 

2.4.3. Determining the deformation as a function of the operational conditions 

 

Parting from eq.(2.3) and substituting in eq.(2.12), it is given that 
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Considering the deformation over a section of the surface as a variable with a very 

small magnitude and practically constant for the displacements obtained experimentally, it 

may be established that: 

 

=⋅= εα m constant 

where, 
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CV

Vαδ                                                (2.15) 

 

Eq. (2.15) represents the constitutive model that let us predict the total displacement 

from the bending deformation action in the IPMC strip. In order to use this constitutive model, 

the three parameters, α, VC, and B must be solved; which is the purpose of the steps to follow 

in the methodology established in the previous chapter.  

 

After the solution of eq. (2.15) for the given parameters, by eq. (2.3) an expression of 

strain in terms of the geometry of the strip, the characteristics of the material, and the 

operational conditions may be obtained. 
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On the other hand, by relating eq. (2.3) and eq. (2.16) it is possible to determine the 

Modulus of elasticity for the material as a function of the operational and ionic characteristics 

present in the material. 
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Eq. (2.17) confirms that the compound material, and particularly of variable 

composition even under control, possesses also variable mechanical properties; being this one 

of the most distinctive characteristics of a functional and reconfigurable material. The 

Modulus of elasticity E traditionally is a material constant, however in eq. (2.17) it is 

expressed as a function of the factors related to the external and internal changes in the system. 

In numerical simulation, it may serve the purpose of predicting the changes in the Modulus of 

elasticity due to the change in the conditions given to the material.  

    

2.5. CHAPTER REMARKS 

 

In this chapter a constitutive model for the bending deformation of an electrically 

induced IPMC is proposed. In order to fulfill this objective, an identification of the 

characteristics of EAP materials is done in order to understand the features by which these 

polymers are distinguished from other functional materials. The identification process 

explained the difference between the mechanisms of the electroactive phenomenon in some 

EAP. These differences revealed the existence of two major behaviors which divide EAP into 

two main groups: Electronic and Ionic EAP. 

 

 The background in the research of EAP traced the advances since EAP were 

discovered. Using this information, the IPMC, an ionic EAP, is found within the state-of-the-

art in EAP materials. 

 

 By briefly mentioning the current advances in modeling the bending behavior (along 

with other effects) of the IPMC, it is observed that several approaches done in the recent years 

still open a wide area of opportunity, where no concrete standards are currently present, in 

order to be used for engineering purposes.  

 

 Is because of this found freedom to relate the IPMC material to the observed factors 

which may trigger the electroactive phenomena, externally and internally, that a mathematical 

approach is proposed. The constitutive equation is based externally in the bending 

deformation of a beam system subject to a virtual load, and is internally correlated to a phase 
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transformation at one of the sides of the cross section of the IPMC. The phase transformation 

in this case is used to correlate the internal change in the volume fraction of the contained 

counter-ions inside the polymer as a function of the applied voltage V, adjusted by a 

characteristic voltage VC which depends on the frequency conditions, and a parameter B which 

is a function of the inner constitution of the material base on the ionic content. 

  

 In order to confirm the behaviors described in the established equations, an 

experimental analysis must be carried out. To do so, ionic polymer-metal composite strips are 

prepared as the next step in the developing of this work.  
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Chapter 3

3. PREPARATION OF A THREE-LAYERIONIC POLYMER-METAL

COMPOSITE MATERIAL BY METAL DEPOSITION WITH

OXIDATION AND REDUCTION REACTIONS

3.1. INTRODUCTION

The following chapter concerns the preparation of the IPMC. The objective is to

construct a set of conducting electrodes over the surface of an ion-exchange membrane

(Nafion®) to obtain the electroactive material that is used further in the work for

experimentation, and solution of the constitutive equations proposed. The identified materials

from the previous chapter are subject to a preparation procedure through chemical reactions in

order to produce the IPMC material. Then a physical characterization of the prepared

materials is done using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Forcé Microscopy

(AFM) in order to analyze the formation and morphology of the of the metallic layers in the

IPMC.

The result from the work done in this chapter is a completely functional IPMC sample

that may be used for the experimentation stage to follow. The results from the characterization

are discussed at during the present chapter.

3.2. PREPARATION PROCEDURE FOR IPMC

The preparation of ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMC) requires involved

laboratory work. Due to different steps in the preparation processes, morphologies of

precipitated platinum may be significantly different. The methodology followed is the same as

described by Oguro, et al. [3.1-3.4]. The principle of the compositing process is to metallize

the inner surface of the polymer by oxidation-reduction chemical reactions. To do so, a

sample of Nafion® 117 membrane (thickness 0.018mm) is subject to a roughening

pretreatment. Then, the ionic polymer is soaked in a salt solution to allow Platinum cations to

diffuse through the ion-exchange process. Later, the reducing agent is introduced to metallize

the polymer. In the subsequent surface electroding process, múltiple reducing agents are
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introduced to carry out a reducing reaction similar to the first on, and build a thicker layer in

addition to the initial platinum layer formed by the first compositing process.

3.2.1. Surface roughening and cleaning of the membrane

The purpose of this previous step is to prepare the surface of the polymer membrane

and clean any impurities that may be present over the same. The roughening of the membrane

has been done before by several techniques [3.2, 3.5]. The membrane could be roughened by

using a sandblaster with an abrasive agent in other to obtain a fine roughening, or simple

emery paper may be used over the membrane. It is to be noticed that the morphology of the

surface will be importantly affected by any technique applied, and the surface of one sample

may not be the same as to another one even after using the same technique. However, it has

also been observed through experimentation that the platinum will still have a good adhesión

to the surface even though no roughening is made. For further comparison, some samples are

prepared applying roughening, and others are just cleaned leaving the membrane as received

firom manufacturer.

After that, either the roughening is done on the surface or not, all the impurities present

in the membrane must be cleaned. To do so, a solution of hydrochloric acid (HCl) is prepared

with a 2N concentration. The membrane in the HCl solution is then heated up to boiling

temperature for 30 minutes. After this, the membrane is rinse using deionized water. The

process is repeated, but instead of HCl the membrane is introduced in deionized water and

boiled for 30 minutes in order to remove the acid remnants inside the membrane. The cleaned

polymer may be used now for the next process.

3.2.2. Ion-exchange process for platinum absorption

At this step, the platinum is introduced into the Nafion membrane through absorption

when placing the membrane in a solution. It begins with the preparation of a Platinum

complex solution such as Tetraammineplatinum(II) chloride ([Pt(NH3)4]Cl2) of 2 mg Pt/ml.
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The amount of solution prepared should be enough to transfer more than 3 mg of Platinum per

cm2 membrane área. This may be explained by the following equations:

Wm=6As [=] mg (3.1)

334.108^ r n .„ „.
) [ = ] mg ( 3 2 )

W
^ [=] mL (3.3)

Where Wpt in eq.(3.1) represent the amount in mg of Platinum required. The variable

As is the surface área of the membrane. WTAPC in eq.(3.2) is the amount of complex salt

required based on the relationship between the Platinum present in 1 mol of complex salt. Vs

in eq.(3.3) represents the volume of the solution to be prepared for the absorption.

After immersing the membrane in the solution containing Platinum, an approximate

amount of 1 mL of ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) solution 5 % volume is added to

neutralize the H+ present in the functional groups. The membrane should be kept in the

solution at room temperature for an extend period of time. It is preferable that it is left

absorbing for one night or more, but it has been observed that the metallization may be

achieved effectively if left for at least 3 hours.

3.2.3. Reduction process for primary plating

In order to form a continuous metal layer over the Nafion membrane, a strong reducing

agent must be used. The prepared reducing agent is a 5% weight aqueous solution of sodium

borohydride (NaBH4). After rinsing the membrane with water, it should be placed in stirring

water inside a water bath at 40°C. Then, 2 mL of the sodium borohydride solution are added

periodically every 30 minutes for 3.5 hours. The amount of the reagent should be proportional

to the área of the membrane. In the sequence of addition, the temperature is raised gradually
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up to 60°C. Then, at the end, 20 mL of the reducing agent are added and the solution is stirred

for 1.5hrat60°C.

As a result, a black layer of fine Platinum particles should deposit only on the surface

of the membrane. To finish this step, the membrane is rinsed with water and immersed it in

dilute hydrochloric acid with concentration a 0.1 N for an hour.

3.2.4. Additional reduction for developing the metal layers

The amount of platinum deposited by the first plating (reduction process) produces a

very thin layer over the surface of the membrane; which depends on the ion exchange capacity,

thickness of the membrane, and the structure of the Platinum complex. Additional amount of

Platinum is plated by repeating the reduction cycles on the deposited metallic layer. For

developing these additional layers the amount of Platinum is calcúlate as in eq.(1), but at this

point the Platinum required is less.

WPt2=4As [=] mg (3.4)

9
After the primary plating, the Platinum required is 2 mg/cm for the overall área to be

deposited. The way to calcúlate the amount of complex salt and the volume of the solution

remains as in eq.(3.2) and eq.(3.3). Then, 5 mL of the ammonium hydroxide 5% volume

solution are added for neutralization.

The reducing agents to use at this step are a 5% weight aqueous solution of

hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH2OH-HCI) and a 20% volume solution of hydrazine

(NH2NH2). The membrane is placed in the stirring Platinum solution at 40°C. After this, 6 mL

of the hydroxylamine hydrochloride solution and 3 mL of the hydrazine solution should be

added simultaneously every 30 minutes for. In the sequence of addition, the temperature is

raised up to 60°C gradually for 4 hours. As a result, the existing metallic layer should grow

thicker.
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At the end of this process, a sample amount of the solution may be taken and boiled

with the strong reducing agent (NaBH/i) in order to check the end point. It is dangerous to add

NaBH4 powder in a hot solution, because of the gas explosión. So the NaBH4 should be added

to a cold solution and then warmed on a water bath. If any platinum ions remain in the plating

solution, the color of the solution turns to black. In such cases, the developing process should

continué with the addition of the NH2OH-HCI and NH2NH2 solutions. After the end point has

been determined, the membrane is rinsed with water, and boiled in dilute hydrochloric acid

0.1 N to remove the ammonium catión in the membrane. Fig. 3.1 shows a comparison of the

appearance of the Nafion before and after the plating processes.

Fig. 3.1. Comparison of Nafion® ion-exchange membrane before (a) and after (b) the the platinum plating
process to produce the IPMC.

In order to deposit more layers of the surface, this additional plating process may be

repeated as desired. After this, the composite is ready for the final step that will make it a

functional actuator.

3.2.5. Metallic ion implantation

When the plating process is completed, the IPMC is almost prepared. In order to

become functional and suitable for further experimentation, it is important to implant a

cataionic specie inside the membrane to achieve the electroactive phenomenon. To do so, the

membrane is washed and boiled in deionized water several times in order to remove as many

impurities and other cations as possible. After washing with water, H+ in the composite may
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be exchanged for any catión by immersing in a solution of the chloride salt of the catión. Due

to the adsorption properties of the base polymer, this process results in an effective

implantation of the catión. After this, the IPMC material is complete and functional.

3.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PREPARED IPMC

The modified Nafion membrane will still retain many of the characteristics it had

before the preparation process to become an IPMC. The ion-exchange properties of the

polymer should be mostly the same as the base polymer does not change its chemical structure

during the process. Also, the flexibility of the polymer remains intact, as the purpose of the

process is to produce a soft actuator. However, the enhanced properties acquired at the end of

the process enables the membrane to conduct electricity at both its surfaces.

When borders of the membrane are trimmed, it is possible to isolate two metallic

electrodes at the top and the bottom surfaces of the membrane. To observe the formation of

these electrode surfaces, a physical characterization is done using Scanning Electron

Microscopy (SEM) in order to take images of the cross section of the composite prepared.

Also, to analyze the surface changes of the Nafion film after the metal Platinum is deposited,

an observation of the surface morphology of the Nafion polymer and the IPMC is done using

Atomic Forcé Microscopy (AFM).

3.3.1. Characterization using SEM

The observations to the surface and the cross section of the IPMC material are done

using JSM-5310 CVB (JOEL, Japan) scanning electrón microscope equipment. To prepare the

samples, a strip of IPMC is cut by immersing the material into liquid nitrogen and then

immediately cutting it into two section using tweezers.

During this procedure it is observed that the base polymer, Nafion, regains flexibility

very soon after taking the strip out of the liquid nitrogen. According to Corti et al, Nafion

membranes experiment a weak transition at temperatures below -100°C [3.6]. Also, the
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general results in the performance of an IPMC at temperatures of -80°C are that these

materials are still capable of sensing and actuation in such harsh conditions. However, these

IPMC become less conductive, Le., their electrical resistance increases with decreasing

temperature. [3.7]

As described in section 3.2.1, the presence or absence of roughening over the surface

during the first step will affect the morphology on the deposited platinum layer. The

roughening process in this case is carried out using 1500 grade emery paper. In order to

compare the effects of this process, samples of both are presented next.

3.3.1.1. IPMC using roughening.

One of the first things to point out is that the process used to treat the surface is a

simple contact-friction procedure assisted by a fine abrasive surface. However, in a smaller

scale, what this procedure actually does is to créate micro-channels everywhere the grinding

particles contact the surface. The formation of these micro-channels, when reducing the

Platinum in the first plating process, represents excellent growing sites for the Platinum to

start depositing. Fig. 3.2 shows an image obtained for an IPMC surface for which the base

polymer is roughened prior to the platinum plating process.

Fig. 3.2. Image of the surface of the IPMC as obtained by roughening the surface of the base polymer and
then doing the platinum deposition.
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When looking at the cross section of the IPMC, the presence of the deposited Platinum

may be appreciated at the upper and lower ends of this side. Taking a closer look at the upper

section, the images revealed the metallic layer emerging to the outside surface of the base

polymer. However, at the cut of the cross section, the continuation of the layer is appreciated

by the existence of some platinum in between the base polymer at the surface of the same. Fig.

3.3 shows an image of this zone of the cross section.

Fig. 3.3. Image of the cross section of the IPMC as obtained by roughening the surface of the base polymer
and then doing the platinum deposition.

Since the Platinum in the complex salt solution diffuses inside the Nafion polymer, it

is observed by these images that the platinum cations previously absorbed travel once again

outside the polymer when the membrane is placed with the first reducing agent. As the

platinum diffuses to the surface of the membrane, it encounters the reducing agent and

creating metal particles that deposit. This happens over the surface, where the distribution of

the metal píate is the greatest, and decreases significantly while going in depth the membrane.

When comparing these results with the ones obtained firom a base polymer which was

not roughened, it is observed that the surface and cross section may experiment some aspects

that differ from the IPMC previously described.
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3.3.1.2. IPMC without using roughening

With the absence of the micro-channels produced after roughening, in order for the

Platinum to form a layer and grow there must be a nucleation site were the Platinum starts

depositing while being reduced at the surface of the polymers. Since the Nafion is a porous

membrane, these zones may be suitable for such nucleation and therefore the plating process

is possible.

Fig. 3.4. Image of the surface of the IPMC as obtained by doing the platinum deposition without
roughening the surface of the base polymer.

The appearance of this surface is noticeably different firom one in the previous section.

While the micro-channels present in the roughened Nafion permit a nucleation that enables the

layer to start growing in the surface, they also favor an orientation over the layer; where the

overall layer is composed by several small sections which grow one very near to the other one.

However, the behavior seen in Fig. 3.4 describes that the non-roughened surface does favor

different orientations in the layer's growth, allowing the depositing Platinum to grow into

layer section composed of even smaller particles than those obtained with the presence of

micro-channels.
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The cross section of this IPMC also presented some differences as compared to the

previous composite. The presence of the platinum layer is observed to be above the surface of

the base polymer. Besides the Platinum over-coating, no further evidence of the reduction of

diffused Platinum underneath surface level is observed, although in the previous sample it is

constantly noticed.

Fig. 3.5. Image of the cross section of the IPMC as obtained by doing the platinum deposition without
roughening the surface of the base polymer.

The absence of the decaying inner layer within the base polymer may indicate that the

micro-channels produce in the roughening favor the reduction of the diffusing Platinum that is

still within the membrane. In this case, the Platinum seems to be more easily reduced on the

outside as the active zones for deposition are smaller than the micro-channels of the

roughened membrane. While this has been observed for both cases, no further documentation

is found at the moment to go in-depth into this analysis.

3.3.1.3. Discussion of the results using SEM

Several papers and documentation comment about the usual presence of a two part

construction in the material based on optical micrographs and SEM images. Beyond the

surface of membrane, a thicker over layer of metal is deposited, usually less than lOum thick.
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The optimization of this layer is crucial, as greater thicknesses yield greater surface

conductivity; which is essential in charging the membrane and generating the actuation

bending. At the same time, greater metal thicknesses increase the composite's stiffness,

increasing the forcé required for the same displacement.

The metal surface in an IPMC usually appears fractured, displaying discrete islands of

metal deposition between 5 to 20um across. It is presumed that water swelling and

electroactive bending genérate these islands when the resulting strains exceed the tensile

strength of the thin metal layer. This process is not well studied and anecdotal evidence

suggests that IPMC actuators require an initial "working" of the sample to develop sufficient

surface fractionation. Regardless of the presence of fractionation, surface conductivity is

usually large enough to be sufficient for actuation, as conduction occurs through the metallic

under layer or via contact of individual metal islands at the surface of the membrane [3.4].

3.3.2. Characterization using AFM

The observation of the morphology in the surface of the IPMC is done by a Nanoptics

1000 (Seiko Instruments, Japan) atomic forcé microscope equipment. Through these

observations, various types of morphologies have been seen to occur in both layers of a single

sample. Rather the morphology of a sample changes significantly with the deformation of the

IPMC has not been observed yet. Because of this, most of the analysis is done to observe how

the surface of the Nafion changes with the application of the Platinum layer.

To begin, let us have a look at the Nafion membrane through the AFM. Fig. 3.6 shows

an AFM done to this membrane. The morphology of the received-from-manufacturer Nafion

seems smooth with the presence of some circular depths that represents the pours within the

membranes surfaces. These pours seem to be around lOum to smaller than this size.
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Fig. 3.6. 200fim x 200fim image of AFM analysis for the morphology presented at the surface a Nafion ion-
exchange membrane.

When the Platinum is deposited, an increased in the roughness over the surface is seen

due to the formation of the metallic layers. Fig. 3.7 shows another AFM image of the surface

of the IPMC when the Platinum is formed by one primary and one secondary plating cycles.

Fig. 3.7. 200fim x 200fim image of AFM analysis for the morphology presented at the surface platinum
electrode of the IPMC.
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The morphology is a roughness characterized by an average peek/valley depth of

5.23 um. This morphology suggests that the growth of the platinum layers while depositing

follows an island or Volmer-Weber growth mode of initial nucleation, where that Platinum

particles are more strongly bonded to each other than the polymer membrane [3.8]. With this

type of growth, many in between space may form pours where water and ion movement may

be favored to enter and leave the membrane; however, they'll also be responsible for electrical

resistance over the metallic layer [3.3].

While almost all the morphologies for of the IPMC before and after deformation seem

to conserve all the characteristics mentioned before, it is to consider that such effects may be a

consequence of the constant use of the IPMC as a bending actuator. However, those effects

may be more safely translated into the performance of the IPMC, rather than its functionality.

This means that, even though the performance of the actuator may be lost due to an increase in

the electrical resistance of the layer, and other factors that may affect the morphology in a

long-term, the IPMC may still be subject to the electroactive phenomenon indefinitely.

3.4. CHAPTER REMARKS

In this chapter a functional electroactive polymer material is prepared. The preparation

of the IPMC is a chemical process, were the plating of a conducting metal such as Platinum is

done through a series of oxidation-reduction reactions over the surface of the base polymer.

The plating starts with the absorption of the metallic specie to be deposit by means of a

complex ionic salt of the same metal. The Platinum ions are able to travel in and out of the

membrane, letting them be reduced externally by a reducing agent. Consequently this reduced

metal particular build into a layer by a growth mechanism. After all this, the desire metal ion

is implanted by the absorbing properties of the IPMC which it inherits from the base polymer.

The effects of the previous step of roughening the surface of the Nafion membrane are

seen using SEM images. The roughening seems to build a series of micro-channels over the

surface, which favors the formation of active sites where the Platinum may start depositing

following a certain orientation. Diffusion of Platinum underneath the surface extends the layer
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formed within the polymer matrix. The absence of roughening seems to favor the material to

start the deposition in available sites such as pours in the surface of the membrane; which are

much smaller than the micro-channels in the other samples. This seems to favor the formation

of the over layer outside the membrane, and less diffusion of Platinum underneath the surface.

Finally, the AFM analysis reveáis that the Platinum deposition produces a rough

surface over the smooth Nafion membrane. The images suggest that the Platinum follow a

mode of initial nucleation which forms islands of Platinum particles that are more strongly

bonded to each other than to the Nafion. This growing patterns creates a peek/valley

morphology where the presence of the in between pours may offer electrical resistance as well

in facilitates the movements of waters molecules and ions in and out the IPMC.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE PREPARED MATERIAL  

BASED ON THE VOLTAGE, FREQUENCY AND IONIC CONTENT, TO  

MEASURE THE DISPLACEMENT. 

 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 The following chapter takes the prepared IPMC in order to gather the data for the 

bending behavior of the composite at different electrical input conditions. To do so, the IPMC 

is placed into a series of experiments to measure the total displacement when subject to a 

difference in potential. This experimental analysis parts from the experimental planning in 

order to determine the variables that will represent the input, and desire output variables. From 

this planning, an experimental setting is designed and constructed to work with the IPMC. The 

response data is then organized and graphed to analyze the IPMC tendencies based on the 

established input variables. 

 

 The results from this part are the numerical data that is used for the mathematical 

modeling solution and parameter calculation part of the thesis. The observations in the 

experimental setting, the results of the output variables, and the tendencies of the experimental 

samples are discussed at its respective section in the chapter. 

 

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL PLANNING 

 

 The experimental planning represents the basis of the analysis. At this point, the 

relevant information for further solving of the proposed constitutive model must be gathered 

in an established, repeatable, and controlled series of exercises; which will assure the 

reliability of the data obtained.  

 

 To begin with the planning, first the input variables, which are the ones to be 

controlled and varied during the experimentation, are defined in order to obtain a certain 

response from the set system. This response is represented by the output variables, which are 

measured and related to the conditions given by the input. At the end, the experimental 
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planning may be represented by a table that is filled based on the results of experimenting 

with the IPMC. 

 

4.2.1. Input variables 

 

 As described before, the IPMC responds to an electrical potential difference. The 

electrical potential difference between two points, also known as voltage, triggers the 

polarization required to achieve the electroactive phenomenon in the IPMC. So, in other to 

trigger the bending action of the IPMC the input variables must be set as an electrical input 

into the sample to observe a response [4.1]. 

 

 Based on this, the first input variable to consider would be a voltage applied into the 

two electrodes found at the upper and lower surfaces of the IPMC strip. The application of this 

voltage may trigger the electroactive phenomenon that is observed as the bending action of the 

strip. However, in section 2.2.3 of chapter 2, it is said that the material does not keep its 

position under direct current [4.2]. For this reason, the voltage should be applied in an 

alternating current as an electrical signal. Since the IPMC is stimulated based on a time-

varying signal, the frequency represents another variable to consider in the design of 

experiments. By this, different results are achieved in response to these two variables within 

an electrical signal. Thus, these variables are known as the electrical input.  

 

 Another important part in the electroactive phenomenon is the ionic content of the base 

polymer. Since the bending action is the result of the imbalance of ionic particles surrounded 

by water molecules, the expansion and contraction created by the sudden change in the 

concentration might be different when the particles have different ionic radii. Since a specific 

ionic specie is able to be implanted into the membrane through absorption, this specie may be 

varied based primarily in the ionic radius. Having this along with the electric input, for a total 

of three input variables, the experimentation is done controlling and varying these factors.      
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4.2.2. Output variable 

 

 When the variables mentioned before are inputted to the IPMC, the observed result is 

the deformation towards the positive side (anode) of the formed circuit. Based on the electrical 

input, the composite with certain ionic content is able to change its position from an initial 

point into a final point while the stimulation persists. The absence of the stimulus will return 

the strip near the initial position again. However, after this, it has been observed that the IPMC 

tends to produce a reciprocal bending in the opposite of the original bending (the cathode side) 

due to release of mechanical stress formed by the bending.  

 

 When placed in a cantilever configuration, these two actions affect the initial position 

of the IPMC strip, producing a total displacement based on the sum of these two distances 

respect to the initial position. Despite the position of the strip, these displacements should be 

characteristic of the input variables, as no further resistance should be affecting the strip in a 

significant way.  

 

 The most important output variable to consider in this thesis is the change in the 

position due to the electroactive phenomenon. Because of this, the total displacement in 

response of the electrical input and the ionic content of the IPMC is the selected output 

variable. 

 

4.2.3. Diagram of experimental planning 

 

 Having established the input and output variables, the conditions at which the input is 

varied during experimentation must be also established. As it is mentioned in the previous 

chapter, most conditions at which an IPMC has had good response may be found within 1-4V 

in voltage and 100-1000mHz of frequency. The ionic content is a factor that is not easily 

found in the current literature, as research seldom explain what specific ions were used during 

their experiments. However, the use of metallic cations such as Li+, Na+, and K+ is found as 

common. Other ionic species to consider may be dications such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ which have 
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higher hydration than monocations [4.3, 4.4] and they may be more highly attracted into the 

anode side during polarization. 

 

 Taking this information into account, the experiments are to work at low conditions of 

voltage and frequency, as well as with the use of a specific ionic specie. Thus, the proposed 

design of experimentation is presented as shown in table 4.1.  

 

Table 4.1.  Experimental planning of the bending actuation of an IPMC material stip. 

Design of Experiments for bending of an IPMC strip 

IPMC dimensions: 

Length  Width  Thickness   

Ionic specie   

  Frequency (mHz)  

  50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000  

0.5        

1.0        

1.5        

2.0        

2.5        
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3.5        
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 The experimental planning is intended to organize the data obtained for the total 

displacement for each combination of electric input from 50-2000mHz of frequency, 0.5-4.0V 

of voltage in the form of a square signal (step behavior), varying the type of ionic specie in the 

IPMC for each experimental run. The dimensions of the IPMC strip are intended to be 

considered as a reference for further mathematical modeling; for which this values are taken 

into account in the design of experiments. From here, the actual experimental setting to obtain 

this information must be established. 
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4.3. DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 

 

Having determined the experimental conditions, the next step would be the 

arrangement of the experimental setting at which the IPMC strip is subject to the electroactive 

phenomenon. The experimental analysis depends on the relationship between the given 

conditions and the responses measured. Thus, the design and arrangement of the physical 

experimental seeks to reproduce and control the conditions that will trigger the response to be 

measure. 

 

The design of the experimental setting may be resumed in the components required to 

have the IPMC at the conditions established in the planning, as well as the methodology used 

to obtain the results from the system’s response. For the electrical input, a function generator 

is found as a suitable tool to provide stable electrical signal conditions by means of adjusting 

the voltage and frequency as required. In order to have a voltage over the IPMC the two points 

were the potential difference occurs must be arrange in such a way that: 1) both electrodes are 

connected to the circuit, 2) the IPMC is fixed in a cantilever configuration, and 3) it is easy to 

measure the displacement at each experimental run.  

 

 
Fig. 4.1. Diagram showing the proposed experimental setting for measuring the total displacement of an 
IPMC strip arrange in a cantilever configuration when subject to electrical square signal provided by a 
function generator, and in response of its ionic content. 
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Fig. 4.1 shows a diagram of the proposed experimental setting. The deformation 

presented in the IPMC strip movements are very well defined in the macroscopic scale. Thus, 

the displacements may be measured using a millimetric scale, while setting a reference point 

in order to take accurate measurements of the deformations obtained.   

 

For the actual experimental setting, prior to each evaluation, the IPMC films are placed 

in a solution 3% weight containing the cation to be evaluated. The cations used are Lithium 

(Li+), Potassium (K+), Sodium (Na+), Magnesium (Mg2+), and Calcium (Ca2+) from a solution 

of their respective chloride salts [4.5]. The samples are measured as 3.00cm in length and 

1.00cm in width IPMC strips.  

 

 
Fig. 4.2. For the control of the cationic content, each sample is cleaned by heating deionized water several 
times. After this, the IPMC is placed in a 3%wt solution of the chloride salt of the ionic specie to use. 
 

 
The experiment for electroactive deformation is done using a FG-281 function 

generator (Kenwood TMI, Japan) to provide a square signal at controlled conditions of 

voltage and frequency. The output electrodes are fixed as Fe plates with a clamp to grab the 

IPMC sample in a cantilever arrangement. The Fe plate ends (0.2cm x 0.7cm) are connected 

with an RG-58A BCN Cable (Miyazaki Co., Japan) in order to observe the maximum 

displacement achieve at the tip of the free end of the polymer (Fig. 4.1). The deformation 

measurements are performed with the aid of a millimetric paper set in a carefully fixed 
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perpendicular surface to achieve an accurate measure without interfering with the polymer’s 

movement. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3. The experimental setting consist in FG-281 function generator (Kenwood TMI, Japan), RG-58A 
BCN Cable (Miyazaki Co., Japan) with Fe plates as a clamp, and a millimetric paper background for 
deformation measurements. 
 

 

Each run consisted in the following steps: The sample is taken out from the ionic 

solution and carefully the excess of water was wiped out using absorbing paper. Then, the 

sample is placed between the electrodes of the function generator. At a fixed voltage from 0.5 

to 4.0V, the displacement is measured every time the polymer achieved a steady state of 

movement. Measurements are taken varying the frequency from 0.05 to 2Hz. After each run, 

the sample film is placed again in the solution for a while to reabsorb water and cations. 

Following these steps, it is able to obtain the results which are presented in the next section. 

 

4.4. RESULTS FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

 

 Using the experimental setting as described in section 4.3, the IPMC samples show 

various behaviors regarding the displacements achieved based on their variables. By doing the 

experimental procedures, the following data is collected based on the ion content of the IPMC 

samples. The next sections explain the data results, as well as the graphical relationship 

between the displacement and the voltage applied at the different frequency conditions.  
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4.4.1. Use of Lithium ion 

  

 Lithium has an ionic radius of 76pm, which makes it one of the smallest ions used. 

The basic tendency of Lithium is the same as the rest of the ionic species to explain further on. 

As there is an increase in the voltage, the displacement of the IPMC strip also increases. 

However, as the values of frequency increase, the displacement values decrease significantly. 

Table 4.2 shows these results for the implanted ion to be Lithium.  

 

Table 4.2. Experimental data obtained for an IPMC with Lithium as its ion content. 

Lithium, Li 
mHz  

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 
1 3 2 1.5 1 0.5 0.3 0 
1.5 6 5 3 2 1 0.7 0.3 
2 10 9 4 3 2 1.5 0.5 
2.5 13 12 5.5 3.5 3 2 0.7 
3 16 15 6 4 3.5 3 1 
3.5 19 18 7.5 5 4 3.5 1.5 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 22 20 8.5 6 5 4 2 

 

 The values in table 4.2 are graphed in Fig. 4.4, forming various curves that correspond 

to different frequency values. The total displacement, in millimeters, along the voltage shows 

the tendency mentioned before; which indicates that the maximum values are obtained at 

50mHz and 4V for the electrical input. Further on, it is noticed how the ion contents affects 

this values, as the other cations are compared.   
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4.4.2. Use of Potassium ion 

 

 Potassium ions have a radius of 138pm and are the largest of the five species used. As

it is to be seen, this ion content is the one which gave the smallest values for the total

displacement. The tendencies to increase the displacement at the increase of the voltage and

the decrease of the frequency remain. Table 4.3 shows the numerical results of the 

experimentation. 

 

Table 4.3. Experimental data obtained for an IPMC with Potassium as its ion content. 

Potassium, K 
 mHz 

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 
1.5 1 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0 
2 2 1 0.5 0.3 0 0 0 
2.5 3.5 1.8 1 0.6 0.2 0 0 
3 5 3 1.5 1 0.5 0.2 0 
3.5 7 5 2 1.5 1 0.5 0.2 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 9 7 3 2 1.5 1 0.5 

 

 It may be noticed by these results, that the deformation is not well appreciate when the 

voltage is lower or the frequency is higher. For most of the experiments, the electroactive

bending of the IPMC containing potassium is only seen at frequencies between 50 to 300mHz

and voltages higher than 2.5V.  

 

 The results indicate that the potassium has almost half the performance of lithium ions 

when achieving the deformation, although potassium is a larger cation and should occupy 

more volume. However, it is considered that potassium may travel much slower than Lithium 

due to its size. Larger cationic species seem to have more difficulties to travel along the 

Nafion polymer back-bone chains; so it is considered that not all the potassium tend to reach

the cathode side [4.6]. Having too much ions still scattered at the center of the cross sectio

may result is less curvature and lower displacements as shown in the graphed in Fig. 4.5. 
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4.4.3. Use of Sodium ion 

 

 In the case of sodium, its ions have a radius of 102pm; which is near the size of 

potassium. This make the sodium ions the second largest of the cataionic species used. The 

results in this case show more performance in the displacement than potassium, however still 

lower than the case of lithium in the ion content of the IPMC. Table 4.4 shows the numerical 

results of the experimentation. 

 

Table 4.4. Experimental data obtained for an IPMC with Sodium as its ion content. 

Sodium, Na 
 mHz 

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 
1.5 3 2.5 1.5 1 0.5 0 0 
2 6 5.5 2.5 1.5 1 0.1 0 
2.5 8 7.5 3.5 2 1.5 0.3 0 
3 11 10 5 3 2.5 0.5 0.1 
3.5 14 13.5 6 4 3 1 0.5 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 17 16 8 5.1 4.5 1.5 1 

 

 Being the third of the monocations used in the experimental planning, the values 

obtained from sodium may indicate a tendency similar to that seen in the electrical input. 

When the ionic radius of the ionic specie increases, a decrease in the total displacement is 

obtained in the performance of the IPMC. The values may be seen graphically in Fig. 4.6. 

 

 Having the previous as reference of the behavior induced by the presence of a certain 

ionic content inside the base polymer, it is also intended to see if the nature of the charge of 

the cation may play a more important role in the performance of the polymer. Since dicationic 

species are able to attract water molecules more easily than monocations [4.3, 4.6], it is of 

interest to have some kind of evidence that may indicate tendencies by factors other than the 

ionic radius.    
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4.4.4. Use of Magnesium ion 

 

 Magnesium is the first dicationic specie to be analyzed. As it is mentioned before, 

divalent cations have a greater tendency to orient and polarize water molecules and to resist 

dehydration [4.4]. Any change in the tendency based on the valence of the cation, besides the 

ionic radius, is of interest for the analysis of the displacement obtained from the IPMC.  

 

 Magenesium has an ionic radius of 72pm; placing it as the smallest cation used in the 

experimentation. Table 4.5 shows the numerical results of the measuring the total 

displacement present in the composite strip. 

 

Table 4.5. Experimental data obtained for an IPMC with Magnesium as its ion content. 

Magnesium, Mg 
 mHz 

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 
1 2 1.5 1 0.7 0.5 0.3 0 
1.5 5 4 2.5 1.5 1 0.75 0.3 
2 9 8 5 2.5 2 1 0.5 
2.5 12 11 7 3.5 3 1.5 0.6 
3 15 14 8.5 4.5 4 2 0.7 
3.5 18 17 9.5 5 4.5 2.5 1 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 20 19 10.5 6 5 3.5 1.5 

 

 If the results from the monovalent species sustained a tendency at which the smallest 

cation, the lithium, showed the greatest displacements, when comparing the lithium and 

magnesium the results show something different. Although the results are very similar to the 

lithium, the performance of magnesium is slightly lower.  

 

 This still does not give any evidence that the divalent charge of the magnesium may be 

playing a significant role in the ion migration into the cathode side of the side. However, it 

may point that the ionic radius might still be a dominant factor. The results are graphed in Fig. 

4.7. 
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4.4.5. Use of Calcium ion 

 

 Calcium is also a divalent cation specie as the magnesium. It has an ionic radius of 

99pm, which is compared to the sodium of 102pm. Table 4.6 shows results which represents 

an slightly better performance than those seen when using sodium as ionic content; especially 

at higher frequencies with values of 1000 and 200mHz where in the case of sodium the 

response is lesser.  

 

Table 4.6. Experimental data obtained for an IPMC with Calcium as its ion content. 

Calcium, Ca 
 mHz 

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0.5 0.3 0 0 0 0 
1.5 4 3 1 0.5 0.1 0 0 
2 7 6 2 1 0.5 0.3 0 
2.5 10 9 3 2 1.5 1 0.3 
3 13 12 4.5 3 2.5 1.5 0.5 
3.5 15 14 6 4 3.5 2 0.7 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 17 16 7.5 5.5 4.5 2.5 1 

 

 Fig. 4.8 presents the graph of the results from table 4.6. Based on the other results 

obtained, the tendency regarding the type of cationic specie seems to indicate that the total 

displacement increases with the decrease of the ionic radius of the cation inside the IPMC 

strip. This information is useful for further modeling of the bending action of the IPMC in the 

next chapter.  

 

As far as the results have shown, it is reaffirmed that no evidence points out a 

significant influence of ionic valence among the obtained results. While the ionic content may 

be conformed by a monocation or a dication, the ionic radius seems to be a more dominant 

factor in the performance of the IPMC strip.  
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Fig. 4.8. Total displacement vs. the applied voltage at different frequency values for an IPMC containing calcium
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4.5. DISCUSSION OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS  

 

 Currently very few papers report results as shown in the previous sections; making it 

difficult to compare the present work with other investigations done so far. Since the 

experimentation here is focused on the displacements produced by the electric input, other 

researchers have done similar experiments but reporting the data in different ways other than 

the Displacement vs. Voltage graphics presented in this chapter. Many authors, instead, report 

the displacement based on the time [4.7-4.10]. At the same time, it is common that the type of 

ionic specie used for the deformation phenomenon is not well specified. Nevertheless, most of 

the tendencies related to the electrical input are coherent with what has been found in the 

currently available documentation. 

 

Regarding the studies on the ionic content matter, documents indicate that the response 

of IPMC strongly depends on its backbone polymer and this ionic content, especially the 

counter ion. Basically, they can be divided into two categories based on their cations size, (a) 

Small cations such as Li+, Na+ and K+, and (b) large cations such as alkyl ammonium ions. 

The typical actuation response of a large cation is presented in Fig. 4.9. 

  

 
Fig. 4.9. Electromechanical response of tetra-n- butylammonium in an IPMC using Flemion as a base 
polymer [4.6]. 
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The IPMC with small cation of Li+ has a quick response to the applied voltage and a

slow back relaxation. The IPMC with large cation of tetra-n-butylammonium+ (TBA) respond 

slowly to applied voltage but with no relaxation. It is believed that the small cations move 

easier over the polymer backbone. The fast movement of the cations toward the cathode 

together with associated water molecular results in an initial quick bending towards the anode. 

This response is followed with a relaxation that may be caused by water leakage resulting 

from a high-pressure layer near the cathode to the anode through channels in the polymer 

backbone. The process stops when water equilibrium is reestablished.  

 

On the contrary, large cations migrate significantly slower and present slow reaction to 

the electric field. Thus, no relaxation is observed and it may be a result to the fact that the ions 

block the channels or the equilibrium with concentrated cations requires more water [4.6]. In 

this thesis, no further study of the water or the water loss is done, however it is observed that 

at certain time after the IPMC reaches a semi-stable state of displacement, some performance

is lost at prolonged times of operations; this is mainly due to water loss through hydrolysis.  

 

4.6. CHAPTER REMARKS 

 

 In this chapter a set of experimental procedures is done to the prepared IPMC strips. 

After a description of the electroactive bending phenomenon, the experimentation starts with 

the experimental planning, which provides the elements involved directly regarding what 

would be measured and how it is measured. The basic interest about the bending action of the 

IPMC is to know how much is it able to deform, or the total displacement, at certain 

conditions. 

 

 The conditions established to trigger the electroactive phenomenon in the samples are 

stated as the input variables. These inputs variables are distinguished from those which are 

related to the electronic and ionic properties of the electroactive polymer. The electric input is 

composed by a square signal were the applied voltage and the frequency of the wave are 

varied along the set of experiments. The ionic input considered is based on the cation content

of the base polymer.  
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 After establishing the experimental plan, the actual experimental setting is to be 

designed and arranged for data collection. This is basically translated into the equipment 

required to reproduce the triggering conditions and the one used to measure the results from

the material’s response. To provide the electrical input, a function generator is used to control 

the variables associated with the square signal. All the other components are set to measure

the displacement of the IPMC free end when placed in a cantilever arrangement. 

 

 The experimental results show a tendency of the IPMC to increase its displacement at 

the increase of the voltage and decrease of the frequency. This tendency seems proportional 

and is seen in all the experimental subjects used in this stage. Regarding the ionic content, the 

influence of the cation valence is explored using two dicatioinic species and comparing the 

results with others which have a monovalent nature. The results so far do not indicate any kind 

of influence, although it is known that dications may interact with water molecules more 

strongly that monocations. Instead, the results point at the ionic radius as a more significant 

factor from which the tendency of the IPMC is to increase its displacement with the decrease

of the size of the ion.  

 

 Several papers and documentations report different aspects of the electroactive 

phenomena present in the IPMC materials; many of which is some how difficult to compared 

to the results obtain here. However, it is found that much of the evidence in literature 

reaffirms the tendencies obtained, and also provides a reference of the size in the ionic specie 

to be relevant in the performance of the IPMC. 
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5. DEFINITION OF THE PARAMETERS FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE 

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL IN A RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEM 

 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

  

 The following chapter marks the final step in the methodology used in the present 

thesis. It works with the results from the experimental analysis in chapter 4, obtained from the 

prepared ionic polymer-metal composite material in chapter 3, to find the parameters the 

composed the constitutive model proposed in chapter 2. It begins by finding the general 

parameters for eq.(2.15) from chapter 2 corresponding to the characteristic voltage (VC), the 

material parameters α and B by doing a mathematical fitting of the experimental data using 

minimum sum of squares for each set of experiments based on the ionic content used. As a 

result the constitutive model may be demonstrated to fit with the behavior it trying to describe. 

Once the model is demonstrated to be suitable for predicting the position of the IPMC at 

certain conditions of electric input, and based on its constitution, the equations may be used as 

a tool for the design of a position reconfigurable device, or for simulation of the IPMC 

material in adequate modeling software.  

 

5.2. MATHEMATICAL FITTING OF THE DATA TO OBTAIN PARAMETERS 

 

 Having eq. (2.15) from Chapter 2, the total displacement found in the IPMC strip for 

the system analyzed is: 

 

1

1
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B

CV

Vαδ                                                      (2.15) 

 

Using sum of minimum squares, a mathematical fitting of the data is obtained defining 

the parameters for the characteristic voltage VC and the material parameters α and B. The 

results for the respective ionic species are presented in the following sections in the form of 

tables for variations of VC at different frequency conditions, and the other two parameters 

which represent the constitution of one particular IPMC based on the ionic content.  
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5.2.1. Parameters for the use of Lithium ion 

 

 By using the Newton-Rahpson method to find the minimum values of the sum of 

squares of the difference between the calculated and experimental displacement, a 

mathematical fitting is done to the Lithium system, using different values of VC along the 

frequency sets, and having the material parameters α and B affecting the over-all system. The 

results for this are presented in table 5.1.  

 

Table 5.1. Model displacements obtained for an IPMC with Lithium as its ion content. 

Lithium, Li 
mHz  

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 1.155 1.030 0.360 0.234 0.187 0.149 0.061 
1 3.459 3.097 1.111 0.726 0.579 0.462 0.190 
1.5 6.366 5.731 2.124 1.397 1.117 0.893 0.370 
2 9.560 8.663 3.331 2.208 1.771 1.419 0.591 
2.5 12.830 11.703 4.684 3.132 2.520 2.024 0.849 
3 16.036 14.722 6.143 4.146 3.348 2.698 1.139 
3.5 19.091 17.636 7.672 5.230 4.241 3.428 1.459 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 21.948 20.396 9.246 6.369 5.186 4.207 1.806 

 Vc 5.249 5.639 10.758 13.994 16.085 18.480 31.777 

 α 56.259       

 B 1.644       

 

It is to notice that the values for the characteristic voltage have a tendency to increase 

along with the frequency conditions. This may be interpret as the system tends to require a 

higher voltage to achieve a 50% transformation of the two condition phases present in the 

cross section of the polymer. 

 

The values for the other two parameters are yet to be compared with the other results. 

Fig. 5.1 shows the graphed data compared to the calculated values obtained from the model. 

In most cases the fitting of the data is acceptable. 
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Fig. 5.1. Total displacement vs. the applied voltage at different frequency values for an IPMC containing lithium ion
constitutive model for this system.  
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5.2.2. Parameters for the use of Potassium ion 

 

 A proportional increment in the values of the characteristic voltage as a result of the 

increase in the frequency is also observed for the Potassium system. However, these values at 

a smaller proportion than those found in the Lithium system; reaching almost half the amount 

of the previous system. Noticing that Potassium has a larger ionic radius, it is easy to think 

that the larger volume occupied by these type of cations will enable the specie to reach the 

50% of transformation faster than the smaller system. Table 5.2 shows the results of the 

calculated displacements and the parameters found. 

 

Table 5.2. Model displacements obtained for an IPMC with Potassium as its ion content. 

Potassium, K 
mHz  

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0.029 0.018 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.001 
1 0.238 0.144 0.053 0.034 0.022 0.013 0.006 
1.5 0.794 0.486 0.179 0.118 0.076 0.044 0.019 
2 1.805 1.127 0.425 0.279 0.182 0.104 0.046 
2.5 3.276 2.107 0.820 0.543 0.356 0.204 0.090 
3 5.098 3.408 1.385 0.926 0.611 0.352 0.157 
3.5 7.092 4.952 2.126 1.440 0.958 0.557 0.249 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 9.075 6.630 3.032 2.087 1.404 0.824 0.371 

 Vc 4.327 5.112 7.135 8.209 9.465 11.392 14.927 

 α 20.594       

 B 3.036       

 

 

The effect of the material parameter B seems also affected by the size as it may be 

compared to the value obtained from the Lithium system. Fig. 5.2 shows the results of the 

calculated values compared to the experimental data.  
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Fig. 5.2. Total displacement vs. the applied voltage at different frequency values for an IPMC containing potassium 
constitutive model for this system. 
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5.2.3. Parameters for the use of Sodium ion 

 

 As it may be interpreted from previous results while being in the experimentation 

phase, the sodium system reports results in between both the smallest and the largest specie 

available for the monovalent cations. Table 5.3 shows these results, pointing out that the 

characteristic voltage, as a function of the frequency, may be further fitted in to a linear model 

to describe the tendency of the data found for this variable.  

 

Table 5.3. Model displacements obtained for an IPMC with Sodium as its ion content. 

Sodium, Na 
 mHz 

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0.301 0.275 0.108 0.063 0.051 0.014 0.007 
1 1.332 1.218 0.484 0.286 0.229 0.063 0.034 
1.5 3.086 2.832 1.153 0.687 0.551 0.153 0.082 
2 5.431 5.010 2.109 1.268 1.021 0.286 0.153 
2.5 8.174 7.584 3.327 2.024 1.636 0.463 0.248 
3 11.110 10.373 4.767 2.944 2.390 0.685 0.368 
3.5 14.065 13.215 6.383 4.008 3.270 0.953 0.514 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 16.906 15.984 8.123 5.195 4.264 1.265 0.685 

 Vc 4.796 5.003 7.700 9.817 10.872 19.655 26.214 

 α 42.018       

 B 2.181       

 

 

Fig. 5.3 shows the comparison within the experimental and the model results. 

Regarding the material parameters, any further indication of the tendency of these values is 

yet to be compared with the dicationic species used. It is to be said that, at the moment, many 

of the results have pointed out the relevance of the ionic size along the different systems.  
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Fig. 5.3. Total displacement vs. the applied voltage at different frequency values for an IPMC containing sodium ion
constitutive model for this system. 
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5.2.4. Parameters for the use of Magnesium ion 

 

 Up to this point, many of the results did not point out any significant direct influence 

of the valence charge between monocations and dications. However, the results shown in table 

5.4 indicate that, even though Magnesium is a smaller counter-ion the system reaches a 50% 

of transformation at lower voltages than the Lithium system. This may point that this other 

factor, the valence charge, is related to the behavior of the characteristic voltage.  

 

Table 5.4. Model displacements obtained for an IPMC with Magnesium as its ion content. 

Magnesium, Mg 
mHz  

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0.803 0.715 0.335 0.158 0.133 0.075 0.029 
1 2.791 2.501 1.201 0.573 0.482 0.273 0.108 
1.5 5.532 4.994 2.481 1.204 1.016 0.578 0.229 
2 8.645 7.872 4.075 2.021 1.711 0.981 0.391 
2.5 11.834 10.872 5.883 2.991 2.542 1.470 0.590 
3 14.899 13.805 7.819 4.086 3.488 2.039 0.825 
3.5 17.730 16.560 9.809 5.276 4.525 2.676 1.094 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 20.278 19.077 11.794 6.536 5.633 3.372 1.394 

 Vc 4.055 4.317 6.505 9.741 10.692 14.539 23.965 

 α 41.082       

 B 1.871       

 

 

Fig. 5.4 also shows the comparison graph between the experimental and the model 

results. For this case a misfit larger than others is found at 300 mHz frequency condition. This 

may adjust as some of the parameters are functions of other variables, or by using another 

solving method for the current parameters.   

 

As for the results from the material parameters, it is to be compared with the other 

dication of the design of experiments, since the results obtained for this system resemble more 

those found in the Sodium system, which is larger.  
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Fig. 5.4. Total displacement vs. the applied voltage at different frequency values for an IPMC containing magnesium 
constitutive model for this system. 
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5.2.5. Parameters for the use of Calcium ion 

 

 The second dicationic specie shows a peculiar behavior regarding the characteristic 

voltage results. As the previous system, the Calcium results shown in table 5.5 reach the 50% 

transformation at lower voltages than Sodium and even the Potassium. All this points out the 

influence of the valence of dicationic specie in order to attracted to the cathode side with a 

lower requirement in the conditions of the phase transformation in the region of volume 

increment along the cross section of the polymer. 

 

Table 5.5. Model displacements obtained for an IPMC with Calcium as its ion content. 

Calcium, Ca 
mHz  

50 100 300 500 700 1000 2000 

0.5 0.214 0.174 0.038 0.023 0.019 0.010 0.003 
1 1.377 1.131 0.257 0.158 0.125 0.066 0.023 
1.5 3.744 3.140 0.768 0.477 0.378 0.201 0.069 
2 6.895 5.943 1.631 1.030 0.820 0.440 0.153 
2.5 10.127 8.985 2.845 1.835 1.472 0.802 0.281 
3 12.944 11.787 4.348 2.882 2.336 1.297 0.461 
3.5 15.181 14.119 6.036 4.131 3.388 1.926 0.698 

V
O
L
T
S
 

4 16.877 15.954 7.795 5.521 4.591 2.682 0.996 

 Vc 2.690 2.900 5.036 6.011 6.552 8.257 12.175 

 α 22.520       

 B 2.761       

 

 

Fig. 5.5 shows the comparison of the experimental and calculated data. It is noticed 

that the fitting for the systems seems very acceptable as compared to the other species. 

However, other solving methods may be used to reach better fitting values of the parameters 

found here. As for the values obtained for the material parameters, it has been observed ever 

since the results of the Magnesium system, that the values where not necessarily following the 

tendencies previously seen in to be more related to the size of the cation. By looking at these 

other values, a distinction between the valence charge of the specific species may now present 

a significant influence over the behavior of the model.  
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Fig. 5.5. Total displacement vs. the applied voltage at different frequency values for an IPMC containing calcium io
constitutive model for this system. 
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5.3. CHAPTER REMARKS 

 

 In this final chapter, the parameters needed to demonstrate de effectiveness of the 

proposed model are defined. Using a mathematical fitting by minimum sum of squares, and 

solving the Newton-Rhapson method, the general parameters which are affected by the 

constitution of the material and the electric input are determined.  

 

 Following the parameters of characteristic voltage VC and the material parameter B, it 

is seen that the tendency of the three monovalent cations is an increment proportional to the 

increase in the frequency. The tendencies indicate only a dependence on the ionic radius of the 

counter-ion, until the dicationic species are analyzed. The results for the characteristic 

voltages showed that dications reach the 50% of transformation at lower values than 

monocations. Although the concept of the characteristic voltage is yet to have a physical 

meaning, it is important to observe the behavior of this values along the different systems 

analyzed.  

 

For the parameter B in the other hand, it is seen that the charge valence (mono- or di-) 

affects the values of the parameter based on the ionic radius. These results may be an 

indication of the dependence of this parameter in the charge valence of the counter-ion used in 

the system. 

 

 The experimental results compared to the calculated ones show an acceptable fitting as 

a first approach using the phase transformation theory. However, another more suitable 

methodology, along with the recent discovery of the influence of the valence charge 

characteristic of the ionic content, may play a relevant role in the further refinement of the 

modeling. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

6.1. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

In this research a constitutive model for the bending-deformation phenomenon 

present in an ionic polymer-metal composite (IPMC) is proposed.  
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The proposed model is based the external deformation phenomena surrounding 

the bending of a beam system by means of a virtual load. The effects of this virtual load 

are explained as a change in the phase happening in the inside of the polymer due to a 

sudden increase in the concentration of ions and water molecules in specific regions. The 

difference between the a region with high concentration and a region lower concentration 

of the ions and molecules is analogically related to the phase transformation present in 

certain substances with several solid forms coexisting at the same time inside the material.  

 

This pointed into a methodology, were the actual model is formulated in order to 

describe the system in terms of the electric potential difference, the frequency, and the 

type of counter-ion embedded based on the ionic radius. The constitutive equation is 

based externally in the bending deformation of a beam system subject to a virtual load, 

and is internally correlated to a phase transformation at one of the sides of the cross 

section of the IPMC. The phase transformation in this case is used to correlate the 

internal change in the volume fraction of the contained counter-ions inside the polymer as 

a function of the applied voltage V, adjusted by a characteristic voltage VC which depends 

on the frequency conditions, and a parameter B which is a function of the inner 

constitution of the material base on the ionic content. 
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In order to find a solution for the parameters in the model, ionic polymer-metal 

composite strips were prepared. The preparation of the IPMC is done by chemical 

reactions, were the plating of a conducting Platinum metal is deposited over the surface 

of the ion exchange base polymer; resulting on functional samples for experimentation. 

 

An experimental plan is established and an experimental setting was designed and 

arranged for data collection. The experimental results showed a tendency of the IPMC to 

increase its displacement at the increase of the voltage and decrease of the frequency. 

This tendency seems proportional and is observed in all the experimental subjects used 

during the experimental phase. Regarding the ionic content, the influence of the cation 

valence is explored using two divalent species and comparing the results with others 

which have a monovalent nature.  

 

The parameters needed to demonstrate de effectiveness of the proposed model are 

defined using a mathematical fitting. It is observed by the results that divalent cations 

such as Magnesium and Calcium, as the ionic content of an IPMC system, may achieve 

the analogical phase transformation established in the proposed constitutive model at 

lower conditions for the characteristic voltage and the material parameter B as required 

for the monovalent cation systems. This indicates that the valence charge of the ionic 

content in the IPMC is a relevant factor for further consideration in the refinement of the 

modeling in the bending-deformation behavior of an IPMC strip. 

 

The experimental results compared to the calculated ones show an acceptable 

fitting as a first approach using the phase transformation theory. However, another more 

suitable methodology, along with the recent discovery of the influence of the valence 

charge characteristic of the ionic content play a relevant role in the further refinement of 

the modeling. 

 

The result obtained by the fulfillment of the objectives of the thesis is a 

constitutive model equation that may be used to predict the displacement of the IPMC at 

specific operational conditions. This equation may be used as a tool for design and 
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simulation of IPMC systems regarding the active positioning of the polymer strip based 

on the requirements of the engineers and designers.  

 

6.2. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

 Although Nafion ion-exchange membranes were used as the base polymer for the 

IPMC, several issues regarding the processing of the material and further performance of 

the IPMC calls for the research in the area of a suitable base polymer with better ion 

exchange, processing and mechanical properties.  

 

  The effects of the ionic content are briefly examined and analyzed by the results 

given during the experimentation. A further study of the inner transport phenomena of the 

current base polymer may help understand the effectiveness of the assumptions made in 

the modeling process of the proposed constitutive equation.  

 

 The solution of the constitutive equation presented in this thesis was given by 

finding the minimum sum of square for the error between experimental data and the 

model results by iterations. The parameters obtained gave an acceptable fitting of the 

calculated data over the experimental. However a better fitting may be achieve by means 

of a better solving methodology over the existing results in order to minimize the current 

error for a more proper fitting of the model based on the parameters. Also, the values of 

the characteristic voltage and B may still correlated to a mathematical model for further 

refinement of the actual constitutive equation.    


